
Scan these primordial circuits of light from right to left for the connection.

ZOHAR
Naso ("Elevate")

(2) "And in the night his song shall be with me"

9. Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd). "From thirty years old and upward to fifty years old,
everyone that came to do the service of the ministry, and the service of carrying in the Tent of
Meeting" (Bemidbar 4:47). This commandment the Levites should sing in the Temple. Although
this was already explained before, we need to add something new, for it is the priest who
sacrifices the offering and he is Michael. The Levite is Gabriel. And he should play music.

10. The secret of: "Yet Hashem will command His steadfast love (Heb. Chesed) in the daytime"
(Tehilim 42:9). That is Chesed, which is the High Priest, because Michael is a common priest in
relation to his Master. Nevertheless, he is a common priest in relation to his Master, he is a king
over the holy living creatures: Let not the blessing of a common priest be light in your eyes. That is
what is meant by: "Yet Hashem will command his Chesed in the daytime."
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"God, Who receives sinners" // Diamond_in_the_rough Transform hardships into blessings

Meditation: Here I accomplish nothing less than the complete transformation of negative
situations into positive opportunities and blessings. Manna rains down upon me. Life begins to
taste like anything my soul desires or imagines. I have the power to transform all of my
hardships into beauty and strength. I get into a positive head space, knowing that from there –
anything is possible. The challenges that lie before me are here for a reason. The Light
encourages and allows me to learn from them and grow."
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